Design of reject rules for ECOC classification systems
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1. Introduction

The most immediate way to face a classification task with \( n \) multiple classes is to build a single monolithic classifier capable of producing multiple outputs. A viable alternative is to break the problem into a set of dichotomies; nowadays, this is a widely used solution because of the stronger theoretical roots and better comprehension in characterizing two-class classifiers, such as perceptrons or support vector machines. The simplest decomposition schemes designed for such an aim are one vs. all, which defines \( n \) binary problems each discriminating one class from all the remaining classes, and one vs. one [15], which splits the \( n \) class problem into a set of \( n(n - 1)/2 \) binary problems each discriminating one class from another class. In the last years, another more general method has emerged as a well-established technique for many applications in the field of Pattern Recognition and Data Mining: error correcting output coding (ECOC) [9]. The rationale is to create a certain number \( L \) of different binary problems that aggregate the original \( n \) classes into two classes in different ways according to an \( n \times L \) "coding matrix" \( C \). This matrix associates a binary string of length \( L \) to each class of the problem. The binary problems are defined by the columns in \( C \). When a new sample is classified by the \( L \) dichotomizers, a new binary string is obtained, which has to be matched with the existing \( n \) binary class codes, using a suitable decoding technique. Although the original motivation for this method was founded on the error correcting capabilities of the codes used to group the classes, it has also been proved that ECOC provides a reliable probability estimation and concurrent reduction of both bias and variance [18], thus motivating its good generalization capabilities. For such reasons, it has been successfully applied to a wide range of real applications, such as text and digit classification [14,35], face recognition, and verification [32,17] or fault detection [25].

Over the last years, many studies had focused their attention on several aspects of this subject. The design of suitable coding and decoding approach was investigated in many ways [1,33]. In particular, Masulli and Valentini [20] analyzed the factors influencing the effectiveness of ECOC classifiers, and studied the dependencies between the coding matrix structure and the correlation of the classifiers trained on its columns. Some of the most recent works were also deeply focused on the codes itself. Crammer and Singer [7] implemented a technique to design codes given the set of the employed binary classifiers. In [23], an approach for designing effective codes from data has been proposed, while in [11], the code dependence from subclass problems has been analyzed. Recently, some new techniques [27] have been proposed, where the iterative codes have been used to improve the overall classification performance of the ECOC systems, while in [10], a ternary code has been used to model the analyzed problem.

Similar to other classifier architectures, when used in real applications, ECOC-based systems are subject to produce classification errors that could have serious consequences, usually expressed by means of an error cost. In some cases, such a cost can be so high that it is convenient to reject the sample (i.e., to suspend the decision and call for a further test) instead of risking a wrong decision. Obviously, this choice also involves a non-negligible cost given by the charge of employing a more powerful system or requiring the decision of a human expert. Thus, a rule is needed to find the optimal trade-off between errors and rejects
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for the application at hand. The use of a reject option was first implemented by Chow [5], who proposed an optimal classification rule with a reject option. In this case, the optimal trade-off between errors and rejects can be accomplished if the a posteriori probabilities for each class are known.

Different approaches have also been proposed to incorporate the reject option directly into the classification scheme. In [6,26], some criteria for evaluating the classification reliability of neural classifiers have been proposed, while in [28,3], a reject option has been built for support vector machines. The benefits of a reject rule have also been studied in the case of linearly combined classifiers [13]. Unlike other classification techniques, ECOC lacks some criteria for evaluating the classification reliability of neural classifiers. The use of a reject option was first implemented by Chow [5], who proposed an optimal classification rule for the application at hand. The use of a reject option was first implemented by Chow [5], who proposed an optimal classification rule for the application at hand.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Codewords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$C_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{01}$</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{02}$</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{03}$</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{04}$</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{05}$</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Example of a coding matrix for a 5-classes problem.

The classification task is performed by feeding each sample $x$ to all the dichotomizers and collecting their outputs in a vector (output vector) that is then compared with the codewords of the coding matrix with a proper decoding procedure. Such procedures can be divided into hard decoding and soft decoding techniques, depending on the way in which the outcomes of dichotomizers are managed.

2.1. Hard decoding

In this case, crisp decisions are made on the outputs of the dichotomizers; the goal of hard decoding is to correct binary errors induced in the hard decision process. To this aim, let us consider $o$ as the output vector containing the binary decisions coming from the dichotomizers, i.e., $o = \{o_1(x), o_2(x), \ldots, o_L(x)\}$ with $o_i(x) \in \{-1, 1\}$. To have a perfect prediction by the ECOC system, the output vector should totally match one of the original codewords. However, even though some dichotomizers output wrong prediction, this does not necessarily lead to a wrong prediction, which cannot be recovered. A common criterion to classify a sample $x$ is to choose the class with the “closest” codeword to the output vector.

In this case, a major role is played by the Hamming distance $D_H$ between two words, which is given by the number of position where the bit patterns of the two words differ, i.e.:

$$D_H(c_i, c_j) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{h=1}^{n} |c_{ih} - c_{jh}|/2 = \text{card}(\{h : c_{ih} \neq c_{jh}\}).$$

The minimum Hamming distance $d_{\text{min}} = \min_h D_H(c_i, c_j)$ between any pair of codewords is a measure of the quality of the code. In particular it is possible to correctly decode any word which contains $v$ erroneous bits if $v < (d_{\text{min}} - 1)/2$.

In this way, a single bit error does not influence the result, as can happen when using the usual one-per-class coding, where the Hamming distance between each pair of strings is 2. The sample $x$ is assigned to the class $\omega_k$ corresponding to the codeword with the minimum Hamming distance from the output vector:

$$\omega_k = \arg \min_h D_H(c_i, o).$$

2.2. Soft decoding

A disadvantage of the hard decoding technique is that it completely ignores the magnitude of the soft outputs, which represents an indicator of the reliability of the decision taken by the dichotomizer. Therefore, a common strategy is to consider the real-valued output of a dichotomizer $f_i(x)$ normalized in the interval $[-1, +1]$, and to collect the results into a real-valued output vector $f$. In general, the coding matrix is built so as to have the largest $d_{\text{min}}$ possible. This criterion is not respected when the coding matrix implements a particular decomposition, such as one vs. one or one vs. all. In this last case, e.g., $d_{\text{min}}=2.$
In this case, the decoding procedure can be accomplished in a way similar to hard decoding by measuring the distance between the output vector and a codeword through $L_1$ or $L_2$ norm distances [20]. Another possible approach is the loss-based decoding proposed in [1], which we will assume for the rest of the paper because it contains, as particular cases, the decoding schemes based on the $L_1$ and $L_2$ norms.

To introduce the loss-based decoding technique, we have to refer to the concept of margin [1]. If we assume that $y$ is the correct label of a sample $x$, the margin associated with the prediction of the dichotomizer $f_b$ on the sample $x$ is given by $yf_b(x)$. As a consequence, the sample margin is negative if $f_b$ provides a wrong prediction for $x$. More precisely, while the sign of the margin indicates the correctness of the classifier, the magnitude estimates the confidence of the classifier in making its prediction on the sample $x$. The margin is instrumental in many learning algorithms that aim at maximizing the sample margins on a training set; in fact, there are theoretical justifications [29] as to why maximizing the margin may be beneficial for classifier generalization capability. However, as margin maximization in its general form can be intractable, such learning algorithms typically circumvent the computational complexities by introducing a loss function evaluated on the margin $L(yf_b(x))$, which can be more easily minimized through suitable algorithms.

In the case of ECOC, the margins associated with the choice of a particular codeword $c_i$ are given by $c_if_b(x)$ with $i = 1, \ldots, l$; if we know the loss function $L(\cdot)$ used for training the dichotomizers, we can use it for evaluating the global loss associated with such a codeword:

$$D_z(c_i, f_b) = \sum_{h=1}^l L(c_hf_b(x)).$$

(4)

Such an expression is suitable for combining margin values into a loss-based distance, which gives a level of confidence on the output word [1]. To predict the label for the $k$-th class, analogously to previous cases, this rule can be used:

$$\omega_k = \arg \min_i D_z(c_i, f_b).$$

(5)

As said earlier, Eq. (5) can also be used when the loss function of the dichotomizers is not known and the $L_1$ or $L_2$ norm distance is used. In fact, it is easy to see that the loss-based distance in (4) reduces to $L_1$ or $L_2$ distance provided that the loss $L(z) = |1 - z|$ or $L(z) = (1 - z)^2$ is used, respectively.

### 3. The external reject option

A common approach to decrease the costs of a classification system consists of turning as many errors as possible into rejects. In a real application, in fact, the cost of an error is typically higher than a reject cost; thus, an effective reject option is a general benefit for the original multi-class classification problem. Generally, a reject option is accomplished by evaluating the reliability of the decision taken by the classifier and rejecting such a decision if the reliability is lower than some given threshold. A complete description of the classification system with the reject option is given by the error–reject curve (shortly, ER curve) that plots the error rate $E(t)$ against the reject rate $R(t)$ when varying the threshold $t$ on the reliability estimate (see Fig. 1).

The simplest approach is to consider the entire ECOC system as a monolithic classification system. The main idea is to apply a reject option that modifies the decoding stage and evaluates the reliability of the multi-class decision through the possible decision rules that could be adopted; we can consider such a scheme as external because it works at the output of the whole classification system ignoring the internal structure.

Let us first consider an ECOC with hard decoding: in this case, the reliability can be assessed only by looking at the Hamming distance between the binary output vector $o$ and the codewords in $C$. In particular, the greater the Hamming distance is between the output vector and the nearest codeword, the greater is the probability of an erroneous decision and thus the lesser is the reliability of the decision. More precisely, the condition in Eq. (2) is not verified if the distance between the output vector and the correct codeword (i.e., the number of erroneous bits in the output vector) is higher than $(d-1)/2$, where $d$ is the Hamming distance between the codeword and its nearest neighbor in $C$.

In other words, the reliability of the decision can be estimated by looking at the distance between the output vector and the nearest codeword. In this way, we can define a reject rule for the hard decoding based on the Hamming distance that introduces a reject region between each codeword and its nearest neighbor in $C$ and abstains from the decision when the distance between the output vector and its nearest codeword is too high. If $t_r$ is the reject threshold and $\omega_k$ is the class chosen according to Eq. (3), then the reject rule is

$$r(o, t_r) = \begin{cases} \omega_k & \text{if } D_h(c_k, o) < t_r, \\ \text{reject} & \text{if } D_h(c_k, o) \geq t_r. \end{cases}$$

(6)

To better explain these distance-based reject rules, let us consider Fig. 2 where we have reported two output vectors $o_1$ and $o_2$ obtained by two samples belonging to the class $\omega_p$ with respect to the two nearest codewords in $C$. In this case the first sample will be correctly decoded while the vector $o_1$ will be assigned to the wrong class $\omega_3$ (Fig. 2a). When introducing a reject rule, a decision for the vector $o_1$ will not be taken to avoid an error (Fig. 2b).

The block diagram in Fig. 3 illustrates a hard decoding scheme with the external reject option.

In this framework, we can also consider the approach described in [34] that employed a slightly different reject rule. In this method, not only the Hamming distance between the output vector and the nearest codeword is estimated, but also the difference between the output vector and the second closest codeword. In this case, the reject rule, that we will refer as relevant codeword difference decoding, becomes

$$r(o, t_r) = \begin{cases} \omega_k & \text{if } D_h(c_k^2, o) - D_h(c_k, o) > t_r, \\ \text{reject} & \text{if } D_h(c_k^2, o) - D_h(c_k, o) \leq t_r, \end{cases}$$

(7)

where $c_k^2$ is the second closest codeword to the output vector. In this case, the block diagram is the same as that illustrated in Fig. 3, with the obvious substitution of $t_r$ with the threshold $t_r$.  

---

For example, $L(z) = e^{-z}$ for Adaboost and $L(z) = \max(1 - z, 0)$ for the SVM with linear kernel.
In the case of soft decoding, the reject option can exploit the loss function associated with the employed dichotomizer and evaluate the reliability of the decision by looking at the loss distance related to the decision. Assuming a loss value normalized in the range $[0, 1]/C_1$, such a criterion can be formalized as

$$r(f, t_l) = \begin{cases} \omega_k & \text{if } D_L(c_k, f) < t_l, \\ \text{reject} & \text{if } D_L(c_k, f) \geq t_l, \end{cases}$$

where $\omega_k$ is the class chosen according to Eq. (5) and $t_l \in [0, 1]$. The resulting scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4.

It is worth mentioning that the external schemes do not require any assumption either on the dichotomizers or on the coding matrix; thus, they can be applied in both the decoding techniques previously described without modifying the internal organization of the ECOC system. Finally, for both the schemes of external reject option, it is very simple to build the ER curve by varying the threshold ($t_e$ or $t_l$) and observing the errors and rejects obtained.

4. The internal reject option

The previous section described a general approach to provide an ECOC system with a reject option uniquely based on the observation of the output of the ensemble of classifiers. A more in-depth analysis can be carried out if we explicitly take into account the structure of the ECOC system and estimate the reliability of the output of each dichotomizer. This implies that the dichotomizers provide a real value (e.g., in the range $[-1, +1]$) on which a threshold is set in the case of hard decoding, while it is used as such in soft decoding.

In this situation, a new scheme (internal scheme) can be introduced, which can evaluate the reliability of the outputs coming from the dichotomizers and rejects the decisions not sufficiently reliable. The idea is to single out the unreliable elements (binary decisions) in the output vector and process them in an appropriate way before arriving at the decoding stage. As a consequence, the decoding rules have to be modified to take their decisions only on the basis of the bits that are evaluated as sufficiently reliable. Two different possibilities are considered. The first one refers to hard decoding and is derived from the Coding Theory. In particular, the rejected outputs are considered as “erasures” in a codeword transmitted over a Binary Erasure Channel [21]. This is a typical model in Coding Theory, which furnishes a tailored hard decoding technique called erasure filling. The second approach is based on the loss-based distance and extends the soft decoding technique previously shown.

4.1. Designing the reject option for the dichotomizers

Before going into details about the decoding techniques, let us consider how to design the reject option for the group of
dichotomizers in the ECOC architecture. Let us assume that each dichotomizer \( f_h(x) \) outputs a real value in the range \([-1, +1]\) and that, to take a decision about the class of \( x \), the value \( f_h(x) \) is compared with a threshold \( \tau_h \). In other words, \( x \) is assigned the class \(+1\) if \( f_h(x) \geq \tau_h \) otherwise, the class \(-1\) is chosen. It is worth noting that irrespective of the value of the decision threshold \( \tau_h \), the majority of unreliable decisions correspond to the outcome values near the threshold, where the distributions of the two classes overlap. In other words, the samples for which the output of the dichotomizer falls in this region are characterized by some ambiguity in the allocation, because their corresponding outcomes are very similar and thus quite difficult to distinguish. A way to obtain more reliable results is to employ a decision rule with two thresholds, \( \tau_{h1} \) and \( \tau_{h2} \) with \( \tau_{h1} \leq \tau_{h2} \), such that

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{reject} & \quad \text{if } f_h(x) \in [\tau_{h1}, \tau_{h2}], \\
+1 & \quad \text{if } f_h(x) > \tau_{h2}, \\
-1 & \quad \text{if } f_h(x) < \tau_{h1}.
\end{align*}
\]  
(9)

The idea is to encapsulate the class overlap region into the reject interval \([\tau_{h1}, \tau_{h2}]\), so as to turn many of the errors due to the class overlap into rejects. Generally, the optimal values for the thresholds \((\tau_{h1}, \tau_{h2})\) should be chosen to satisfy two contrasting requirements: enlarging the reject region to eliminate more errors and limiting the reject region to preserve as many correct classifications as possible. In our case, we cannot choose the same pair of thresholds for all the dichotomizers because each of them has different distributions for the output score, and a unique choice would involve abnormal results for most of them (an example is shown in Fig. 5).

Accordingly, we imposed all dichotomizers to work at a chosen rejection rate \( \rho \) and used the method described by Pietraszek in [22]. It requires estimating the ROC curve of each dichotomizer and calculating the pair of thresholds \((\tau_{h1}, \tau_{h2})\) such that \( f_h \) abstains for no more than \( \rho \) at the lowest possible error rate. The rationale is to make all the dichotomizers work almost at the same level of reliability.

4.2. Erasure filling decoding

When dealing with hard decoding, the activation of the internal reject option creates “no decision” bits where a reject has been produced. Thus, the output vector contains, besides the usual output values, another special symbol (indicated as *) for the rejects. A resume is given by the following equation:

\[
0_h^{(\rho)}(x) = \begin{cases} 
+1 & \text{if } f_h(x) > \tau_{h2}, \\
-1 & \text{if } f_h(x) < \tau_{h1}, \\
* & \text{if } f_h(x) \in [\tau_{h1}, \tau_{h2}]. 
\end{cases}
\]  
(10)

where the exponent in the symbol \(0_h^{(\rho)}\) remembers that the output is dependent on the value of the parameter \(\rho\). The decoding stage now has to correct the possible errors and fill the erasures. One way to decode is to guess the erased symbols and then to exploit the error correction capability of the code; if all the resulting errors are less than half of the minimum distance, then they can be corrected and the right class can be recovered. On this basis, the Coding Theory provides a simple erasure filling procedure [21] summarized as in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1. Erasure decoding.**

1. Place \(-1\) in all erased positions and decode to the closest codeword \(c^{-1}\);
2. Place \(+1\) in all erased positions and decode to the closest codeword \(c^{+1}\);
3. Choose the \(c^0\), with \(j = -1, +1\), closest to the received codeword in the unerased positions.

The first two steps of the algorithm are meant to solve the rejects/erasures, while the last one exploits the error correction capability of the code. The rationale is to replace all the erasures with \(-1\) and decode; if at least half of the erasures are correctly replaced and the condition in Eq. (2) is verified, then the decoding will be correct. On the other hand, if most of the erasures should have been filled with 1, then the decoding may introduce many further errors. In this case, replacing all the erasures with 1 will give a more correct decoding. Therefore, the procedure requires two filling-decode rounds: if the obtained codewords are different, the closer to the unerased part of the output vector is chosen.

In the presence of the erasures, the minimum distance between the codewords is decreased accordingly, and this obviously affects the error correcting capability. In particular, to

![Fig. 5. Choosing the proper reject interval. (a) The distributions of the outputs of the dichotomizer \( f_h \) for the two classes and the pair of thresholds \((\tau_{h1}, \tau_{h2})\). (b) The same thresholds applied to a different dichotomizer \( f_h \) produce abnormal results. (c) The proper thresholds \((\tau_{h1}, \tau_{h2})\) evaluated for \( f_h \).](image-url)
have a correct decision, the number of errors ($v$) and erasures ($\mu$) should verify the following condition:

$$2v + \mu < d_{\min}. \quad (11)$$

This equation has a clear meaning [21]: it is twice difficult to correct an error than an erasure, because the position of the erasures in the output word is known, while it is impossible to know where the errors occurred. To analyze the effects of Eq. (11), Fig. 6 shows the plane representing the numbers of errors (vertical axis) against erasures (horizontal axis) in an output word. Two regions can be distinguished to illustrate what can happen for an $L$-length codeword. The output vectors falling into the white region (“full recovery” zone) are those that verify the condition in Eq. (11) and thus can be completely recovered. On the other hand, the output vectors falling in the gray region (“uncertainty” zone) exceed the minimum Hamming distance $d_{\min}$ and this does not make it profitable to apply the erasure decoding, because the decision is very likely to be wrong. In such cases, it is advisable to reject the sample, i.e., to suspend the decision of the whole system. However, the diagram in Fig. 6 cannot be practically used for detecting the output vectors to be rejected because the exact number of erroneous bits and the exact position of the output vector on the plane are unknown. A suitable approximation is to abstain from decision when the number of erasures is greater than or equal to $d_{\min}$ (i.e., on the right-hand side of the dotted line in Fig. 6). In other words, we are actually assuming that the unerased bits are sufficiently reliable to guarantee that there are no errors among them (Fig. 7).

On this basis, the step 3 in Algorithm 1 can be substituted by the following rule:

$$r(o^{(\rho)}, C) = \begin{cases} o^{(\rho)}_{k} - 1 & \text{if } D_{H}^{(\rho)}(o^{(\rho)}, C^{(-1)}) < D_{H}^{(\rho)}(o^{(\rho)}, C^{(+1)}) \land \mu < d, \\ o^{(\rho)}_{k} + 1 & \text{if } D_{H}^{(\rho)}(o^{(\rho)}, C^{(-1)}) < D_{H}^{(\rho)}(o^{(\rho)}, C^{(+1)}) \land \mu < d, \\ \text{reject} & \text{if } \mu \geq d, \end{cases} \quad (12)$$

where $D_{H}$ is the Hamming distance calculated on the unerased bits. Even in this case, the ER curve can be simply drawn by varying the parameter $\rho$ and observing the errors and rejects obtained at the final decoding stage of the system.

4.3 Trimmed loss decoding

The reject option for the dichotomizers described in Section 4.1 can also be applied in the case of soft decoding. The only difference with respect to the hard decoding case is in the value produced by the classifier in the case of a reject, which is now assumed to be 0:

$$f^{(\rho)}_{h}(x) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } f_{h}(x) \in [\tau_{51}, \tau_{62}], \\ f_{h}(x) & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases} \quad (13)$$

where we assumed the same notation in Eq. (10).

It is worth noting that the null value is also a possible outcome for the dichotomizer without the reject option. It corresponds to the particular case when the sample falls on the decision boundary and thus it is assigned neither to the positive nor negative label. In this case, the loss calculated on the margin is $L(c_{h}f(x)) = L(0)$, irrespective of the value of $c_{h}$, while it is higher or lower than the “don’t care” loss value $L(0)$ if $f_{h}(x) \neq 0$ (depending on whether $c_{h}f(x)$ is positive or negative). The reject option actually extends such behavior to all the samples whose outcome $f_{h}(x)$ falls within the reject interval $[\tau_{51}, \tau_{62}]$, as shown in Fig. 8. In this way, a part of the values assumed by the loss is cut away and is not considered in the final decision procedure, which is called trimmed loss decoding. The block diagram of this internal rejection scheme is given in Fig. 9.

The final loss value is now modified by the presence of zero values in the output word $f^{(\rho)}$. More precisely, it is given by

$$D_{C}(c, f^{(\rho)}) = \sum_{h \in I_{u}} L(c_{h}f_{h}(x)) + |I_{z}| \cdot L(0), \quad (14)$$

where $I_{u}$ and $I_{z}$ are the sets of indexes of nonzero values and zero values in the output word, respectively. In practice, the loss is given by two contributions, where the second one is independent of the codeword that is compared with the output word. This modifies the range of the loss values, as shown in Fig. 10.

![Fig. 6. The effects of Eq. (11) as a function of the number of errors ($v$) and erasures ($\mu$).](image)

![Fig. 7. The block diagram for the hard internal reject rule followed by the erasure filling decoding. The thresholds $(\tau_{51}, \tau_{62})$ for $h = 1, \ldots, L$ are evaluated for each dichotomizer according to [22].](image)
Fig. 8. (a) The loss function evaluated on the margin $c_i f_h$, where we assume $c_i = +1$ and $\mathcal{L}(z) = e^{-z}$. (b) The effects on the loss function produced by the introduction of the pair of thresholds $(t_{h1}, t_{h2})$.

Fig. 9. The block diagram for the soft internal reject rule followed by the trimmed loss decoding. The thresholds $(t_{h1}, t_{h2})$ for $h = 1, \ldots, L$ are evaluated for each dichotomizer according to [22].

Fig. 10. Loss distance-based decision on the whole codeword (a) and on a trimmed output word (b) using an exponential loss function.
Chosen a threshold value $t_i$, a rejection rule can be immediately defined as

$$ r(f^{(i)}, t_i) = \begin{cases} \omega_k & \text{if } D_2(c_k, f^{(i)}) < t_i, \\ \text{reject} & \text{if } D_2(c_k, f^{(i)}) \geq t_i, \end{cases} $$

(15)

where $\omega_k$ is the class chosen according to Eq. (5).

The resulting decision rule depends on two different thresholds ($\rho$ and $t_i$), while the previously described rules depend only on one parameter. In the previous cases, the reject option generates a unique curve in which each point is a function of only one threshold, while now we have a family of ER curves, each produced by a particular value of $\rho$ (Fig. 11). However, which one should be assumed as the ER curve of the whole system?

To have some insight about this question, let us consider two ER curves corresponding to two different values $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ of the internal reject threshold. They can be arranged into two different ways: one of the curves can be completely below the other one (see Fig. 12a) or they can intersect (see Fig. 12b). In the first case, the lower curve (and the corresponding $\rho$) must be preferred, because it achieves a better error rate at the same reject rate or a better reject rate at the same error rate. The second case shows different regions in which one of the curves is better than the other one, and thus there is no curve (and an internal reject threshold value) that is definitely optimal. Therefore, to obtain an optimal ECOC system under all circumstances, the ER curve should include the locally optimal parts of the two curves. This is obtained if we assume the convex hull of the two curves as the ER curve of the ECOC system (see Fig. 12c).

This can be easily extended to the curves related to all the values considered for $\rho$ so as to assume the convex hull of all the curves as the ER curve of the ECOC system (see Fig. 13).

5. Experimental results

To test the performance of the proposed reject rules, 10 multi-class data sets publicly available at the UCI machine learning repository [2] have been used. To avoid any bias in the comparison, 12 runs of a multiple hold-out procedure have been performed on all the data sets. In each run, the data set has been split into three subsets: a training set (containing the 70% of the samples of each class), a validation set and a test set (each containing the 15% of the samples of each class). The training...
set has been used to train the base classifiers, the validation set to normalize the outputs into the range \([-1, 1]\) and to calculate the thresholds \((t_{h1}, t_{h2})\), and the test set to evaluate the performance of the classification system. A short description of the data sets has been reported in Table 2. In the same table, we also report the number of columns of the coding matrix chosen for each data set according to [9].

Three different classifiers have been used as base dichotomizers: Modest AdaBoost (MA) [30] and support vector machine (SVM) with both linear and RBF kernel. MA was built using a decision tree with maximum depth equal to 10 as weak learner and 50 boosting steps. SVM was implemented through the libSVM [4] software library using a linear kernel and an RBF kernel. All the parameters, i.e., the \(\gamma\) value for the RBF kernel and the C values for both kernels, were set according to the optimizing procedure of cross validation for model selection of the software library. The exponential loss \(L(z) = e^{-z}\) for the MA and the “hinge” loss \(L(z) = \max(1-z, 0)\) for the SVM were adopted.

As an example of the obtained results for the three classifiers, we show in Figs. 14 and 15 the ER curves calculated by averaging the ER curves obtained in the 12 runs of the multiple hold-out procedure. The range for the reject rate on the x-axis has been limited to \([0, 0.30]\) since higher reject rates are typically not of interest in real applications.

Fig. 14 reports a comparison of the three external reject rules: the hard decoding (HD), the soft decoding (SD) and the relevant codeword difference decoding (RCD), proposed by Zhou et al. in [34]. Since HD is based on the Hamming distance, the threshold has been varied in the range \([0, 1/2]\) with step 1. For RCD the difference between the two Hamming distances has been normalized with respect to the codeword length \(L\) and the threshold varied between \([0, 1]\) with step 0.05. For the SD the loss output has been normalized in the range \([0, 1]\) and, consequently, the thresholds were varied in this interval with the step 0.01. As expected, in the majority of cases SD outperforms RCD and HD. RCD behaves similar to HD, even though it frequently shows slightly better performance. Actually, while HD simply decides for the nearest codeword, RCD is able to detect and correctly manage situations of ambiguous decision where the output word has similar distance from two distinct codewords. The overall better performance of SD shows that the knowledge of architectural details of the dichotomizers (i.e., the nature of their outputs and the knowledge of their loss functions) can be fruitfully exploited to improve the performance of the ECOC classification system.

Fig. 15 focuses on the internal reject rules, indicated respectively with EFHD (erasure filling with hard decoding) and TLD (trimmed loss decoding). In both cases, we have varied the parameter \(p\) from 0 to 1 with step 0.05. As in the SD case, the loss output was normalized in the range \([0, 1]\) and the external threshold was varied with step 0.01 into the same range. It is evident that the EFHD technique always performs worse than TLD for each data set and classifier (except on Yeast data set using an RBF SVM where the performance are quite similar, see Fig. 15f).

To make a complete comparison among the different strategies, we have finally considered as performance figure the area under the ER curve evaluated on the whole range \([0, 1]\) of the reject rate, which provides the average error rate when varying the reject rate. This is a single numerical value which provides a synthetic and clear measure of a classifier with the reject option: the lower its value is, the better is the overall classification performance.

Tables 3, 4 and 5 report the results for MA, linear SVM and RBF SVM classifier respectively, obtained with the multiple hold out procedure before described. Each cell contains the values of the mean area under the ER curve and its standard deviation for each data set and reject rule.

First, we have tested the significance of differences between multiple means using the Friedman test [12], a nonparametric equivalent of the ANOVA that is a more general test even if less powerful than ANOVA when its assumptions are met [8]. The Friedman test ranks the reject rules for each run separately according to their score (the highest mean area under the ER curve gets the rank 1, the second highest the rank 2, and so on); in the event of tied scores, the average of the involved ranks is assigned to all scores tied for a given rank. In our case, the null hypothesis for the Friedman test corresponds to a nonstatistically significant difference among the mean areas of the employed methods. When the null hypothesis is rejected (i.e., not all the rules are equivalent), we subsequently apply a post hoc test to identify the differing rules. In particular, Holm’s step-down procedure [16] has been employed to find out which classifiers exhibit a statistically different behavior. According to the Friedman–Holm test, TLD was the best method in 8 of the 30 analyzed cases. In all the other cases the pair TLD-SD had always statistically significant better performance than all the other approaches. Only in one case, i.e., Ecoli when using a linear SVM, HD-TLD was the best pair. In all these cases, we have applied a further test (the Wilcoxon signed ranks–test [31]) to break the tie between the two best methods and verify if there is a statistical difference between them. The Wilcoxon test assessed the superiority of TLD in all the analyzed cases with respect to SD but no statistical difference has been found with HD on Ecoli data set with a linear SVM. The outcomes of the statistical tests are shown in the reported tables where a bold value on each row indicates the method that obtains the statistically lowest mean area according to the Friedman–Holm test and/or to the Wilcoxon test. All the tests have been performed with a significance level equal to 0.05. Once again, the results indicate that the soft decoding techniques work better than hard decoding, i.e., using the soft outputs of the dichotomizers improves the quality of the classification.

Some considerations may be made about how to employ the described methods when dealing with different applicative scenarios. Actually, the whole choice depends on the architecture of dichotomizer we can apply in the particular application at hand. Depending on their outputs, we can have two kinds of dichotomizers: a crisp dichotomizer which outputs only a class label (e.g., a syntactic or rule-based classifier) or a soft dichotomizer that assigns a real-valued confidence degree to the input sample. It is apparent that the soft dichotomizers contain a higher level of information about the decision taken and that it can be reduced to a crisp classifier by imposing a threshold on the output.

The nature of the dichotomizer should thus guide the choice of the technique to be used. The crisp dichotomizer cannot use the
internal reject option and thus the choice is limited to HD and RCD (which are both based on hard decoding with external reject option), even though the experiments have shown that RCD works slightly better than HD, specially with more proficient dichotomizers. On the other hand, soft dichotomizers can in principle employ all the described techniques, but the experiments have shown that the soft decoding techniques work better than hard decoding. In other words, the accuracy of the whole ECOC system is significantly improved when all the information available about the decision process is used.

Fig. 14. ER curves for the external reject rules on Segmentation (a, c, e) and Yeast (b, d, f) data sets using Modest Adaboost (a, b), linear SVM (c, d) and RBF SVM (e, f).
As a last remark, the experiments have clearly shown that internal reject is useful when coupled with soft decoding but not with hard decoding. Even though this could lead to conclude that the internal reject should be applied only when a soft decoding technique is used, we have also to notice that the particular recovery method of the erased bits does not always work properly.
technique generally gave the best overall results because it allows
technique attains higher reduction of error rate. The trimmed loss
useful because the experiments showed that the more complex
internal techniques particularly effective. This is particularly
described in Section 4.3 provides a suitable tool to make the
External techniques only require an intervention at the final stage
external methods against the flexibility of internal methods.
that can be used for real applications.

Moreover, we believe that a more thorough analysis of the
special account of the new problem or data-dependent designs.
Directions for future work include investigating the relation of
the rejection rule with the characteristics of the coding, taking
special account of the new problem or data-dependent designs.
Moreover, we believe that a more thorough analysis of the
techniques provided by Coding Theory could be advisable. In fact,
there are some theoretical frameworks that could allow us to
exploit the characteristics of particular coding/decoding techni-
cues, which guarantee a more effective recovery of the
erased bits.

and produces output words very different from the codewords
used for representing the classes. As a consequence, it is advisable
to consider and test further recovery methods.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed two different ways to enrich
an ECOC classification system with a reject option. Each technique
has been fully explored in conjunction with both the possible
decoding techniques (hard and soft decoding) used in the ECOC
systems. Accordingly, we have defined four different methods
that can be used for real applications.

The main difference is in the simplicity and ease of use of the
external methods against the flexibility of internal methods.
External techniques only require an intervention at the final stage
of the ECOC system, while internal techniques involve more
parameters to be managed. However, the geometrical method
described in Section 4.3 provides a suitable tool to make the
internal techniques particularly effective. This is particularly
useful because the experiments showed that the more complex
technique attains higher reduction of error rate. The trimmed loss
technique generally gave the best overall results because it allows
to single out and suitably manage the individual errors of the base
classifiers. As a consequence, the system has the possibility to
face the uncertainty of wrong predictions in a more precise and
effective way than external techniques.

Directions for future work include investigating the relation of
the rejection rule with the characteristics of the coding, taking
special account of the new problem or data-dependent designs.
Moreover, we believe that a more thorough analysis of the
techniques provided by Coding Theory could be advisable. In fact,
there are some theoretical frameworks that could allow us to
exploit the characteristics of particular coding/decoding techni-
cues, which guarantee a more effective recovery of the
erased bits.
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